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INTRODUCTION
I have been pursuing a largely elusive notion that
literature will escort me to an original way of expressing
romantic imagery in painting. What eventually happened
down here on earth is that I discovered in poetry and short
prose the beauty of minimal ingredients, and writing that
is romantic but not necessarily about romantic things.
I had begun my directed reading with the tried-and-true
romance, Anna Karenina, by Leo Tolstoy. He is a superb
realist and plot composer. Tolstoy's romance lies in the
completeness of his descriptions and the artful dodging of
consummated relationships, always victims of menacing and
long plot lines. The effect is thorough absorption. But
I didn't finish it. I will when I never get to that
deserted island in the Bahamas and lie naked on the beach
with nothing to do.
I wrestled with my delinquent impatience and was finally
prescribed some good poetry and short stories. I read
William Carlos Williams, T.S. Eliot, Eugene O'Neill and
others. The spartan narrative line interested me very much.
I liked the pastiche of one strong image dissolved, often
abruptly cut short, for the entrance of the next. The few
images and actions that you can indulge in become precious
all the more romantic because you've been served particles
of information which cohere only by a faint suspension, a
system that has to be made substantial by your own actions,
-1-
memory and wit. Anyway, I decided that too much direction
is superintendence. Tourism and not enough trespassing*
HISTORICAL CONSIDERATIONS
The following is a brief and personalized history of
Romantic art brief because the era produced a tedium of
artists throughout Europe and the United Statesand
personalized because some of the tenets which have surfaced
in my thinking have been proven unoriginal through only a
small bit of research. I feel obliged to pay homage to
those who said and did 'it' plenty better than I do now.
The Romantic era is a literary and artistic movement
originating in Europe in the late eighteenth century. It
survived in spirit into the second half of the nineteenth
century'
in the organization of the Pre-Raphaelite Brother
hood in 1848 and filtered into the gaining Realist movement.
The main body of Romantic art and literature remains in the
fifty year period beginning in the early 1800' s.
Gainsborough (I727-I788) is a romantic painter, most
famous for his landscapes, but his portraits are more
interesting to me for the way "he gives his sitters a rather
fey grace which transfigures them into something 'rich
and rare', at once supremely aristocratic, lyrical and
romantic." p 68} The "material nature of light" and
the "corporeality of mist" (p. 73) characterizing John
All of the page credits in this section are courtesy
of Marcel Brion, Art of the Romantic Era (New Yorki Praeger
Publishers, 1969)
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Constable's work (I776-I837) are apropos to the fog that
I look for in my painting a kind of atmosphere, as much
caused by the subject as influencing the subject. The
weather is created internally. "jj.M.W. Turner's (I775-I85I)]
objects lose all substantiality and dissolve in iridescent
mists. .. Landhis] forces dematerialize more and more both
plastically and pictorially, reflecting all weight and opacity."
(p. 76) This pressure of the atmosphere on the subject and
subsequent absorption of the subject into the atmospheric
vortex is akin to my thinkng since I appreciate the ever-
changing weights and relationships around me. This is
probably as much due to severe astygmatism as emotional
'weather*, but nonetheless, it intrigues me.
In my most recent work, I have been unifying the color
around the figure to effect a stronger, clearer mood. The
mood, or atmosphere, will better illuminate the personality
by being specific and recognizable. I am trying to homo
genize my color, being more decisive about the exact
tonality required by the figure's presence. I am no longer
as interested in the figure's severe detachment from the
surroundings, though I continue to pursue introspective
expressions. Detachment from my surroundings when I paint
seems to provide plenty.
The more absorbed in details I become, the greater
the abstract qualities of the real things appear to me.
5I trust that my rather conservative and academic swing will
subside and leave me better equipped to abstract more
successfully.
The Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood, founded in 1848, was
an outbreak of a mutant Romanticism characterized by the
abandonment of the present in favor of the Middle Ages
and the Renaissance. This escapism is different from the
the previous version of Romanticism in that earlier
painters wanted to transform the present and "return it
to its former glory" (p. 88) and were thereby either
carried off to other realms or satisfied with a renewed
present. The Pre-Raphaelites also differed because their
work was "without the intense communion with nature that
characterized their predecessors." (p. 88)
All strains of Romanticism "revolted against the
materialism and mechanization of the industrial age" (p. 88)
as today we argue with the computer age. The cyclical
nature of history is evident in this example because the
nineteenth century tousled with the Realist sibling.
This rivalry (or at least, paired existence) is evident in
the latter part of the twentieth century where Rothko and
Ad Reinhardt are simultaneously sought after with Philip
Pearlstein and William Bailey.
Gustave Courbet (1819-1877) fell between the two
movements. Though branded a realist painter, "he alone could
express the living experience of nature, this state of
intimate communion which is neither forced nor literary,
as a pure effusion of his sensibility and a total compre
hension of the momentary union of individual and object."
(p. 162) He is therefore coined the Romantic Realist.
The absence of the fantastic and the purely literary or
narrative may be what is most attractive to me about
Courbet 's romanticism. I feel entirely comfortable in
the romantic realist cloister.
Portraiture was far less prevalent in the Romantic
era than landscape and narrative painting. But in the
few artists that did do portraits during this time "one
finds a search for the hidden personality of the sitter.
The painter does not limit himself to the public aspect,
which is superimposed like a mask on the real traits of
character, but questions any unease which he finds in his
sitter, any melancholy and longing which may mark his face."
(p. 118) All of the romance is naturally present in the
"unease", "melancholy and
longing" which marks the indi
vidual. The portraits of Corot and Courbet, for instance,
are devoted to the specific personality, which is an
environment-provoking presence. In this way, the portrait
ists were landscape, or nature, painters. The romanticism
is triggered by the expression in the figure. Realism, i.e.,
careful attention to nature, is necessary to make the
romantic elements explicit, and thereby potent. The
realism rests with the absence of the need to fabricate
when painting the figure.
The narrow format in which I work further adds to the
drama by being both narrative and sculptural narrative in
the horizontal pieces because we read left-to-right and
sculptural in the vertical paintings because one is confronted
with a life-size figure in a life-size frame, like a statue.
I am interested in inducing the motions of reading more
than presenting a story. I am taking license with the
term 'narrative* in this way causing the passage of time
by physically moving the viewer over a line of objects,
atmosphere and person. The objects, atmosphere and person
add up to a unified portrait, a momentary glimpse which
may be an entire story because of careful detail, but it is
not really storytelling. I enjoy the allusion to litera
ture and sculpture without trying to be three-dimensional
or faithful to a text.
LITERARY INFLUENCES
I am most attracted to the writers whose work invokes
the states of introspection, i.e., wishing, remembering,
daydreaming and sleeping. John Updike has continually
caused me to recall the consistent interest in memories,
sensations and emotions (not fantasies so much). A few
words will call up a memory in such a way that it stings
from authoritative freshness and excites for being surfaced
so explicitly. The following image is one that continues
to strike me each reading.
The artificial tumult of television below
merges with a real commotion, a screaming and
bumping that mounts the stairs and threatens the
aquarium where the Maples are swimming, dark
fish in ink, their outlines barely visible,
known to eachother only as eddies of warmth, as
mysterious animate chasms in the surface of
space. Fearing that for years he will not again
be so close to Joan, or she be so open, he
hurriedly asks, "And what about the yoga
instructor? "FN
Updike's writing is poetic, thereby romantic, accurate
and thereby realistic. His imagery is acutely perceived,
tersely presented and you are left with sometimes salted
wounds while the next percetion is quickly ripening behind.
The images are worldly without sending you out with Napo
leon's troops and Bolkonsky's woes. It is the uneasiness
FNJohn Updike, Top Far To Go (New Yorkt Fawcett
Crest Books of CBS, 19797Tpp. 137-38.
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caused by the tremendous proximity of Updike's sensations
to our own that is of greatest value to me. We induce our
own blushing and nakedness by electing such close contact
with love and loneliness.
I would like to offer the viewer of my paintings a
chance to indulge in the desirable awkwardness of prox
imity to romance and realism. I hope that I will be able
to master the use of the full length portrait in the narrow
format to bring about this experience.
Virginia Woolf explains the position that Updike
forces you into physically. Woolf and the reader remain
calm tourists throughout someone else's blushing and
nakedness.
Here she sighed, and, putting the thought of
marriage away, fell into a dream state, in which
she became another person, and the whole world
seemed changed. Being a frequent visitor to
that world, she could find her way there un
hesitatingly. If she had tried to analyze her
impressions, she would have said that there
dwelt the realities of the appearances which
figure in our world; so direct, powerful, and
unimpeded were her sensations there, compared
with those called forth in actual life. There
dwelt the things one might have felt, had there
been cause the perfect happiness of which here
we taste the fragment: the beauty seen here in
flying glimpses only.FN
Where Virginia Woolf describes so well the desire for and
existence of these potent states, Updike presses you into
FNyirginia Woolf, Night and Day. (New Yorki
Brace, Jovanovich, Inc. , 1948) , p. 141.
Harcourt,
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the stream, much as a poet does. Poetry is a logical
companion to painting for its lack of space and time with
which to work.
Poetry's greatest influence on me has been to encourage
spontaneous composition and fluid, but accurate, choice of
imagery. As a result, I have some rather dreadful misses
and also some surprising successes. I enjoy the accidental
wins and the product which feels as new and strange to me
as if I didn't create it at all. I like to be shocked by
the natural entrance of a life size figure in my peripheral
vision. The narrow slice of environment has a strong
sculptural, or physical, presence and demands confrontation
but offers only fragments. That is mostly what you get
from poetry.
All of these elements are things I've either derived
from or sought after in the poetry of T.S. Eliot, William
Carlos Williams and Eugene O'Neill (little known for his
poetry, but not surprisingly good because of his poetic
monologues). All three poets have trailed one subject
rather consistently and have their share of compositional
failures. But when their poems succeed, there is no equal
blow.
With Eliot, I feel awkward, ungainly and oppressed by
the mediocrity that J. Alfred Prufrock laments.
And I have known the eyes already, known them all
The eyes that fix you in a formulated phrase,
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And when I am formulated, sprawling on a pin,When I am pinned and wriggling on the wall,
Then how should I begin
To spit out all the butt-ends of my days and ways?
And how should I presume?*
O'Neill's poetry is more expansively written than Eliot's.
The way in which he writes complements the brooding and
fluid content of his passages about love and sadness.
Following is an example of one of O'Neill's poems which
is virtually prose.
0 sea, which is myself I How I love to reveal
my nakedness to the sun on solitary beaches! How
I love to play unconsciously, dancing like another
heat-wave to its own rhythm, freed from the fretting,
lukewarm glance of human eyes.* And after the rip
pling laughter of teasing wind, the warm yielding
kinship of sand which moulds my own image, to
relax and drown in my silent depths deep in the
heart of steadfast, simple tides flowing from
eternity to eternity as the cloud shadows march
across the world from mystery to mystery.
I lie in the profound half-light of some old
grotto sacred to myself, and the moon-eyed
fishes which are my thoughts peer in one by one
and drift wistfully away, and the great currents
of being sweep around making my skin quiver with
the caress of subtle emotions which kiss and are
ever unseen. 2
"Asphodel, That Greeny Flower", by William
Carlos Williams, is a more spritely paced poem filled with
metaphors, quotes, memory and actions all tangentially
connected, but complete enough. The following excerpt is
from the very beginning of the poem, Book I.
1T.S. Eliot, "The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock", in
Selected Poems (New Yorki Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc.,
19)6),
2Eugene O'Neill, untitled poem in Poems (New Haven i
Yale Universily Press, 1979), p. 93
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Of asphodel, thet greeny flower,
like a buttercup
upon its branching stem--
save that it's green and wooden
I come, my sweet,
to sing to you.
We lived long together
a life filled,
if you will,
with flowers. So that
I was cheered
when I came first to know
that there were flowers also
in hell.
Today
I'm filled with the fading memory of those flowers
that we both loved,
even to this poor
colorless thing
I saw it
when I was a child-
little prized among the living
but the dead see,
asking among themselves i
What do I remember
that was shaped
as this thing is shaped?
while our eyes fill with tears.
0 love, abiding loveFN
These three poets are masters of the right amount
just how much to give and in what detail. The success of
a work seems to hinge on how successfully the artist affects
the audience without revealing too much or loitering on
seductive imagery. O'Neill, Eliot and Williams most often
succeed in striking this balance.
The individual images in Eliot's poetry are physically
separated by stanzas. The reading flows smoothly. O'Neill's
FNwilliam Carlos Williams, "Asphodel, That Greeny Flower",
in Pictures from Breughel and other poems ( New York* New
Directions Publishing Co., 1962) , p. 153.
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poetry oozes in long sentences and virtually drowns the
reader in vague connections. Williams* poetry is sparse
and physically bright with gaps in the written spaces.
Whole sentences are formed, but there is little logic in
their connection.
Poetry, unlike prose, is comfortable in this fluid
state of composition. In my paintings I have been trying
to pare down the amount of imagery accompanying the main
figure. When I choose those images, I am only happy if
they have not been fabricated fantasies. I am not pleased
with the paintings that are composed of concocted scenes.
When I painted the "Portrait of Rose", the table full of
cut paper and the French doors were as much a part of my
perception of her as the expression in her eyes. The
portrait, "Bill", demanded a rich and architectural space
because that is the way I know him. The still life is the
direct result of an exhibit of Flemish paintings that Bill
and I saw together. I watched him examine the smooth and
richly-colored surfaces and smile with the occasional breaks
in it caused by trailed paint perfectly describing a high
light or detail. I want to be able to detect the specific
alterations of a person's visage and translate them as well
as if they were my own (which very likely they are).
My own style of poetic formulation is still unclear
to me. At times, I want to see the sparse and skipping
14
quality of light that characterizes
Williams' poetry. At
other times, I like to wallow in the syrupy application
that characterizes O'Neill's work. And I always long to
be as precise as Eliot and Updike.
15
PENUMBRA
1. A partial shadow between regions of complete shadow
and complete illumination.
3 An outlying, surrounding region; periphery; fringe.
New Latint Latin paene , pehe, almost + umbra (shadow) FN
Penumbra is usually ascribed to the solar system.
Planets move in and out of one another's shadows creating
areas of partial shadows, called penumbrae, on the peri
phery of light and dark. The lyrical sound and allegorical
definitions of penumbra illuminate best the romantic
qualities of poetry and painting that I have been working
towards.
The area of the penumbra is constantly in flux. Poetry,
painting and some forms of prose most often don't have
the time or the space to linger. The precise image, which
at one instant was so commanding and clear, is gone moments
later only enough time and space to be perfect with the
image that will yield a version that is both exact and
partially shadowed and therefore full of the force and
mystery of romance.
My painted imagery became scattered in an attempt to
be poetic unrelated objects fused with unrelated perspec
tives and scales, it didn't hold enough water, so I figured
^American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language
(American Heritage Publishing Co., Inc., 1971).
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I'd gone too far off the free-verse end and that I wasn't
any good at being so schizophrenic. Then I realized that
to travel safely within the fluid border region, the in
vention must be inclined to be both realistic and elusive,
accurate and non-transparent.
There is little time in poetry, or space in poetic
painting, to develop (let alone ornament) an environment.
The states of introspection that I am interested in are
opposed to action. They occur in spite of environment.
The figure is critical and the environment should substan
tiate and intensify its presence. I hope the evidence will
be found in the gesture, the expression and the attitude
of the paint application and the person painted. I would
like the work to be within the range of, about, and the
source of the unaccustomed penumbral region the part-
exotic, part-conscious, part-sober area that charms the
viewer into reverie.
I moved away from surrounding, scattered objects
because I don't seem to have the fantasy world that it
takes to splice together unrelated elements with no
overriding purpose. It felt shallow because none of the
objects had enough content for me to merit an entire
canvas' attention. I think that Morandi and William
Bailey have found the luring personality of objects in
a still life and I am beginning to understand the attach-
17
ment to a consistent set of objects.
People carry so much unsolicited romance and poetry
regardless of their surroundings. There is always a
cause for the outward expressions and gestures that is
enticing because it is most often unknown. When working
from the live model, I inevitably liked best the drawings
I did when he or she was sleeping, dozing or daydreaming.
I finally made some link between penumbra, romance and
poetry and simply asked the models to go to sleep. The
expressions of people in these peripheral states are seduc
tive, concealing some knowns and unknowns in the boundary
between sleep and consciousness. I want the figure I
paint to be full of these sensations without sloshing
objects about to create the dream-like state. Rather,
I want the canvas full with just the person, full of dream
and vertigo, soaking in the tentative light between
illumination and darkness. The person is the content
and the reason for the painting.
To convey this asks more for poetic form than Tolstoy's
prose. His realism is too obvious in its full regalia.
But acute and committed attention to the right details,
doled out in small doses, will bring the subject close
enough to the viewer that absorption is too easy to
refuse.
John Updike's prose and Eliot, Williams and O'Neill's
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poetry have been inspirational to me in terms of my thesis.
It is the course of presentation that is romantic, not
the plot or the dense description. I translate that into
painting terms by considering realist and painterly
qualities. The way something is painted can create the
romance of what is painted. The purest selection of
lines, form and brush strokes (or absence of) can create
the strongest overall effect. The right proportion of
realism to romanticism will yield the strongest effect.
Realism offers specificity and therefore easier assimilation.
Romanticism substantiates the purpose, i.e., the intro
spection.
Occasionally, certain spatial relationships, altered
perspectives, or objects are inseparable from the subject.
My vision is full of vertigo, astygmatic as it is. And
so, some of the distorted perspective is my vision want
ing to be part of the explanation, or translation, that
I am painting.
But whether still life or portrait, I seem to move
towards "less is more" and find the overriding emotional
content strongest when the subject is housed in the simplest
situation. I have therefore been using an ever-diminishing,
narrow format (often 7' x 2') presented either horizon
tally or vertically. This shape endorses the restrictions
on the environment and the excess 'baggage', yielding simply,
a linear portraitdirect and to be read from end to end.
"I Think I'll Raise My Children in Paris"
I religiously swear off having kids. But the scattered
glimpses of French girls (scattered because that's all
you ever get) I've had are thoroughly romantic visions.
No time for l'entrecote au poivre. No profiterolles, no
fancy sweets. Just time to smoke only one cigarette and
agitate in place while I am sinking into sherry and evening.
French girls are lean and sturdy, but only in spirit.
It is an entirely different type of body. Exquisitely
gaunt and sublimely agitated. This is the city where
women are "poured into their jeans". And this is entirely
acceptable for someone who wants to dart from friend to cup
of intoxicating coffee to nightclub to friend to cigarette
to lover.
I recall my eighteenth winter with a family in Paris.
And I, who fancied Danish lobster tails at age six, ate
heartily with the head of the house while la Madame, barely
filling a child's wooden chair, looked on with lit cigar
ettes.
And I think of Francois Mauriac's Therese Desqueroux.
j
He knew this French, feminine beast so well. Therese was
the predictably impenetrable, brooding and dark figure.
But I still inhale all the romance with as much gusto as
the roulades of beef at the
Bessis* house.
I am Russianon all fronts. I eat with gustowhether
-19-
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romance or food. Maybe I've survived the revolution and
the starvation with my ancestors and so my blood needs
and hoards these things. Or maybe it's something else.
But this French detachment from and natural absorption
in life is so terribly good-looking.
So, if my blood should remain so overstocked with
the genes of the hearty and the obvious, I will certainly
raise my children in lean, staccato and opaque Paris.
"Fog"
I am not color blind but the choices are truly
thought-proof. What is certain is that the green invited
the lover with the long rose measured red in his cupped
hands. The green was a tempting fog, warm and cool, luring
and foreboding, the source and house of the lover and
the things I don't know much about, though I want to
paint them into ray work. The fog, this time green, wants
to keep safe and never entirely betray, in words or images,
these sensations.
Yellow fog? Maybe just too evocative of smog. Though
gold and zinneas and evening are not undesirable.
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"Whiteout"
After making love, in love,
When my eyes close
There is nothing there but a white that is so full
of different places, and remembered sensations.
Because all the colors make white in the spectrum,
in science, in the prism,
It's imaginable to speak about so much becoming so blank.
Whiteout sweeping, achromatic wilderness.
In it diffused the warmness of proximity.
How nice to be let alone there sometimes!
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"Fifth Avenue Under Fog"
The trip ahead leaving my lover behind, I slip
Coaxed and groggy,
Into the blank spaces of New York under fog.
Finding myself pained to leave him and
Anxious to be folded into sweetened layers of
travel's numbing.
Mute, sad and deaf
Sampling bits of the time we spent
Altering the clock to suit
The fixing of perishable joys in memory and
Working out of unknowns
Hinged to strongly remembered sensations.
And Fifth Avenue only half a canyon,
Strong architecture with foggy conclusions.
All the time beginning again my missing him,
We kiss goodbye at the station.
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"Missing Pieces"
Missing pieces
Uncertain about the cost of the day spent missing
The solid person we make together.
I range arm-in-armless dream partygoing
and answering the telephone
Giving frayed news offerings of events that
invoke the whole.
And the one part that is always around, that is
Myself that is keeping to myself
Because people always want the whole truth and not
Just the part that's before them,
Directly a portrait
Plenty understood by the poetic fractions of
Missing someone,
In pieces.
-24-
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